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Traditional interactive voice response applications are based on well-known
menu-like structured dialogues using DTMF. This navigation technique is
application-dependent and has limitations. It cannot be improved by simply
switching from DTMF to voice input. Rather, we propose an applicationindependent navigation method called Zap & Zoom in combination with voice
and key input. Users can Zap over a list of items (subjects) and Zoom into
items of interest (content of subject). A set of application-independent
commands was defined for this type of navigation and trained for voice input
in three languages. Design recommendations have been set up to employ the
Zap & Zoom navigation in telephone information systems and to achieve an
open, easy-to-use and consistent voice interface. Two different information
services based on the Zap & Zoom navigation were built.

1 Introduction
Telephone-based information services have been introduced in the last decade. The
interaction between the machine and the user was based on the telephone and its key pad
using touch-tone (DTMF1) signals. This technique is fairly efficient since it is simple and
people are used to seeing a similar interface on other devices like automatic seller
machines etc. Unfortunately the distribution of DTMF based telephones is still not
homogeneous in most countries. In some areas DTMF dialling is not yet supported. In
many countries - particularly in Europe - people often keep using their old pulse-dialling
telephone. Additionally ISDN has been introduced as a third standard. One way of
building interactive voice applications is to support the various communication standards.
Another way is to be independent of the communication standard by supporting voice
input.
Supporting various communication standards raises several problems in the case of
pulse detection. The response time of the application depends on the entered digit. Pulse
detection is also error-prone. Additionally phones with a dial do not have a star or a hash
key. These limitations could be overcome by the so-called pocket dialler (DTMFgenerators) but this is an additional device and is often not accepted by, or not available to
customers.
On the other hand, telephone-based information services supporting voice input are
independent of the type of telephone equipment and the underlying communication
standard. Another reason for supporting voice input is that speech interfaces are often
more time-effective and subjectively easier to handle for novice users than DTMF
interfaces [FRM93]. Since the beginning of the nineties the deployment of applications
with voice input has grown slowly. There are two main reasons: first, the computing
1
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- 135 power needed for voice recognition is expensive; and second, the development of voice
recognition vocabularies for particular applications is very time-consuming. The latter is
still true while the former has become less important. This paper describes how we
avoided setting up the development of expensive and application-dependent vocabularies.
In section 2 we first describe the requirements for voice navigation and summarise the
traditional navigation methods and their limitations. In section 3 we introduce the domainand application-independent navigation technique Zap & Zoom - an alternative to the
traditional menu-based navigation method. In section 4 we then describe our design model
for IVR applications which leads to generic telephone information services and faster
development. Finally we show an example of a phone banking information service using
the ideas proposed.

2 Voice Navigation
2.1 Principles
In early 1992, we started to investigate voice technology with the aim of building
telephone-based information systems. After studying basic aspects, we realised that human
computer interaction and the ergonomics of voice interfaces are the essential factors in the
success of information services for occasional users. This leads to a user oriented system
development where usability tests play an important role.
Many papers describe various kinds of DTMF-based interfaces [HAL89], [DET90],
[PEL93], design criteria for telephone based applications [KLO94] and style guides
[FRT91]. The described techniques do not help in the design of voice recognition
interfaces. They often describe only basic interaction types such as the traditional menu
navigation. We define the following guidelines which help to extend the user interfaces of
telephone information systems successfully to include voice input:
•
•
•
•

Application-independent navigation
Suitable for selections from a large number of choices
Easy for novices and fast for experts
Active users instead of passive users

The following sections describe why traditional navigation techniques do not satisfy all
these guidelines.
2.2 Simple Menu Approach
Traditional menu navigation is tree-based. It uses the digits zero to nine, yes and no as
keywords. These twelve keywords are simply a mapping of the telephone key pad. The
computer first plays a message containing all possible options of the menu. The users are
then asked to select one option by speaking a digit specifying the number of the option.
The advantage of this approach is that only one small vocabulary is needed for both
navigating through the service and entering data (integer values). This helps to provide a
high recognition accuracy and keeps the training effort for vocabularies in different
languages to a minimum.
Regardless of whether voice or key input is used this method has several limitations
and drawbacks which prevent the building of more sophisticated services:
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•
•

•

Users are forced to listen to long menu prompts before selecting one option. That
means most of the time users are inactive.
The receptivity of users is limited when listening to prompts and this often makes it
impossible to play more than four to five options at the time [ENG90], [PAA86].
As a consequence of using digits as input tokens, the semantics of these tokens differ
from menu to menu and application to application. This makes it difficult for the users
to learn the menu inputs.
It is difficult to compose menus dynamically at run time

2.3 Enhanced Menu Approach
A common method of enhancing the usability of traditional menu navigation is to extend
the vocabulary. Instead of speaking a digit to select a menu item, users can speak a
keyword for that item. This means that each menu item has its dedicated keyword. The
navigation principle remains the same as the one described in 2.2 with all its limitations.
On the other hand, this technique makes interaction more intuitive. Dedicated keywords
for menu items also allow direct access from a given menu to any other menu in an
information service. But as a consequence the vocabulary becomes highly applicationdependent. Once the application changes, new keywords have to be trained for a new
vocabulary.
The enhanced menu navigation approach is application- and domain-dependent. This is
probably the most significant obstacle for service providers employing this type of
interface. Collecting the speech training data for a given vocabulary is a significant cost
factor when developing an IVR service. To reduce costs and to make the vocabulary
reusable, the underlying navigation technique of an information service should be
application- and domain-independent.
The use of a large vocabulary can be seen as a CISC approach as it is for
microprocessors. We believe that small reusable vocabularies, combined with an
application-independent navigation method, are more effective. This is more like a RISC
approach.2

3 The Zap & Zoom Navigation Approach
Zap & Zoom (Z&Z) navigation is list-based. It is designed for easy-to-use telephone
applications. In addition, the method is suited for general purpose information systems.
The principle of a list-based telephone interface using only key input has been introduced
by [RES92] as an extension to conventional menu navigation. Experiments have also been
done by Apple to store voice notes on personal devices in a list-based fashion [STI93]. We
adapted the idea of the list-based principle for voice recognition and added more features
in order to make it more flexible.
3.1 Principle
A Z&Z list consists of single interaction elements. These interaction elements are basic
building blocks and are called Z&Z elements. In each Z&Z element the user is prompted
to select that item. Users can zap over the Z&Z elements with the next or back command
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- 137 and they can zoom into an item of their interest with the yes command. It is a little like
watching TV without a program listing. You zap through the channels until you find the
program you are interested in. Figure 1 shows a Z&Z element on the left side and a
traditional menu selection on the right side.
Z&Z Selection Element

Traditional Menu Selection
"Account"

"Back"

"Currency
Information?"

"Yes"

"Next"

= Selection

"For Account Information
say ACCOUNT,
for Currency Information
say CURRENCY,
to hear the news
say NEWS,
to connect you with
an operator say
OPERATOR,
to quit the service
say QUIT."

"Currency"

"News"

"Operator"

"Quit"

= Action

Figure 1: Difference between Z&Z navigation and traditional menu selection.

The selection elements for Z&Z and the menu in figure 1 are atomic units of their
underlying navigation principle. The Z&Z element is generic and application-independent
while the menu selection is not. A Z&Z list representation of the menu selection in figure
1 using connected Z&Z elements is shown in figure 2.
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Zoom
Item 1

yes
Account?

next

Zap

back

Item 2

Action

yes
Currency?

next

Play Currency

back

Item 3

News?

yes

next

back

next

back

Item n

Quit?

yes

Figure 2: Principle of a Zap & Zoom list.

A selected action automatically moves to the next item when it has finished. To make the
dialogue intuitive it is important that next means the next item relative to the user's
navigation direction. This avoids unnecessary repetitions of prompts. When the user zaps
forwards, the action moves to the "next" item. When the user zaps backwards, the action
moves to the "previous" item.
Forcing users to prompt after each item gives them more initiative and allows them to
explore the service on their own. Items can be easily connected together at run time.
When moving from traditional menu-based navigation to the Z&Z navigation, three
main differences can be summarised which characterise a Z&Z:
•
•
•

Only one item at the time should be played and users have to answer after each item
Users can move forward and backward
The system knows the direction the user is moving

3.2 Commands
The next, back and yes commands do not fulfil all requirements of Z&Z navigation. To
add the missing functionality a set of twelve commands is defined. All twelve commands
are application-independent and are listed below.
Commands are printed in italic letters. They represent an exactly specified meaning and
are place holders for keywords of the voice recognition. A service that supports different
languages has exactly the same Z&Z lists and uses simply different keywords as
commands. Keywords must be chosen very carefully when training a vocabulary for any
language so that they are unequivocal to users [KLO94]. Good keywords can be found
only through repeated usability tests [TOG91]. Depending on the performance of the
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interface more flexible for the users.
Yes
No
Next
Back
Repeat
Overview
End/Cancel
Help
Key/Voice
First
Last
Shortcut

Confirm/Select an item
Reject/Go to next item
Go to next item
Go to previous item
Repeat last prompt
Restart at the top level of the service
Terminate the call/ terminate the current task
Play help message
Switch from voice input to key input and vice versa
Go to first element of a list
Go to last element of a list
Go to a specific item in a list

The Key/Voice command is used to select the input mode. This is essential when the
service supports key input in addition to voice input. In this way users can choose their
most convenient mode or they can switch off the voice recognition in noisy environments.
The Shortcut enables direct access to information. It is a compound command starting
with the keyword Shortcut and followed by an entry that specifies the target item to
access. The entry is implementation-dependent. It could be an index for a list element or
any application-dependent command as mentioned in 2.3. The shortcut feature makes the
interface open for extensions and enables a so-called "expert mode" for experienced users.
It is not necessary to implement all the commands in a Z&Z element. The first eight
commands are mandatory for any list based navigation while the last four are only
recommended when building more complex information services.
3.3 The Telephone Key Pad as a Remote Control
In order to enable key input, the voice recognition commands have to be mapped to the
telephone key pad. In telephone-based information services the key pad is a remote control
similar to the ones for television sets, CD-players etc. A common characteristic of such
devices is often that each key has its dedicated function. This is the basis idea for the
design of the Z&Z key layout too, because an invariant key layout for the navigation
makes it easy for the users to learn how to manipulate services. We define the layout on
the telephone key pad as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Mapping of Z&Z commands to the telephone key pad.

The layout shown is consistent with other user interaction types. The reason for this layout
is to allow consistent data entry interaction where users enter an integer value like e.g. a
personal identification number. In a data entry interaction all the digit keys are occupied to
enter the value except the star and the hash key. This means that only the latter ones can
be used to either commit or reject the data entry phase. We chose the hash key for
committing and the star key for cancelling entered values. The remaining commands are
then assigned to the digit keys 0 to 9.3
Users often can keep a graphical representation of an interface better in mind than a
textual representation. Therefore we defined icons representing the Z&Z commands and
assigned them to the keys as shown in figure 3 on the right side.
3.4 Design Recommendations
To take full advantage of the Z&Z navigation and to make it easy to use, some design
recommendations have to be respected.
•

The effectiveness of the Z&Z depends on how the text for the items is formulated.
Prompts are shorter and clearer if they are formulated as questions and not as
invitations. Using invitations, users must always be told how to select an item. A
typical example of invitations are menus. Single questions, as they can be used in
lists, are obvious to answer - also for novices: they tell only what to select. Here is a
good and a bad example of a Z&Z prompt:
Good: "Balance of your second account?"
Bad: "For the balance of your second account say yes, for the next accounts say
next!"

•

When reaching the end of a list, mark the top and the end clearly by playing an
appropriate message and do not wrap around automatically from the bottom of a list
to the top or vice versa. Wrapping around confuses the users and they will lose their
way in the service.

3

The layout recommendations given in [FRT91] have been respected for commands like Yes, No, Help,
and Repeat.
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The system should always provide feedback when the user jumps because this is often
a context switch. This is particularly important for commands like Overview,
Voice/Key, First, Last, End and Shortcut.

•

When using lists that consist of a number of elements of the same type, e.g. a list of
currencies or cinemas, always announce the number of items at the beginning of the
list like e.g. "Please select from the following 9 cinemas". This provides an overview
and makes it easy for the users to decide how to access the list or approximately
where in the list the item that they are interested in could be found. Users may access
a list linearly through zapping or direct through a shortcut.

•

A system with voice input is always error prone. It cannot be guaranteed that what the
system recognises is actually what the user said. This should be taken into account
when designing error messages [HEL88].

•

Users very rarely invoke the help command when they run into problems. Therefore
automatic invocation of help messages may increase the usability and acceptance of a
system. A typical situation may arise when the system prompts for an item and the
user does not remember the command. The system should help the user automatically
after a short time-out (typically 2-3s) with a message like: "For yes please press the
hash-key, for next press 9" in the case of key input.

•

Building complex services is a challenging task. More than two hierarchical levels are
too difficult to understand for most occasional users. We avoid hierarchical levels by
splitting the information into several services or by separating multiple language
information services into a service for each language. Separate telephone numbers are
used for different services.

•

It has been shown that lists with up to twelve items can be handled without difficulty
[RES92]. Lists with less than four items offer no advantages in terms of access time
against menu navigation when using the service for the first time. Individuals also
expressed a strong preference for the list-based navigation method over the traditional
method in an experiment comparing the two methods.

These recommendations are the result of more than one year of experimenting with the
Z&Z and a series of usability tests. The aim was to build information services for
occasional users, which implies users cannot be trained or supervised. This strongly
affects the design and limits the complexity of a service.

4 Design Model for Applications
A real information service cannot be built only with the proposed Z&Z navigation. Rather
it consists of different types of interactions and system actions as building blocks where
Z&Z is one of them. We define and classify a set of such building blocks for building
complete services.
4.1 Building Services with Nodes
Any telephone-based information service is a sequence of user interactions and system
actions and can be modelled as a finite state machine (FSM). The states of the FSM
represent black boxes of complex user interactions such as a Z&Z list or an integer input.
We call theses black boxes nodes. A service can then be described by a two dimensional
transition table containing the source nodes in one direction and the target nodes in the
other. From each node users may move to multiple targets (other nodes) according to their
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database queries or any exception handling like user errors, time-outs, hardware or
application errors (system events). The FSM of a service can be represented as a directed
graph in which the vertices are the nodes and the edges are the user or system events. This
representation is suitable not only for a graphical representation of a service but also for
checking the correctness of dialogue flows through connectivity.
4.2 Classifying Nodes
A service graph consists of different types of independent nodes. These nodes are
classified into types according to their use and their behaviour as shown in figure 4.
nodes
interactive
selection
Application
Independent

non-interactive
data-entry

action

yes/no
integer
date
Z&Z
menu
recorder

fax

flow

check

set
quit

Application
De pendent

accounts transactions

authorization PIN-change

Figure 4: Node Classification.

Nodes printed in bold letters are actual implementations and nodes printed in italic letters
are abstract nodes for classification only. According to their behaviour, abstract nodes are
split into interactive and non-interactive nodes. From the point of view of the user
interface the interactive nodes are the most relevant. Interactive nodes are classified
according to two fundamentally different types of interaction: selection and data-entry.
Non-interactive nodes perform actions and control the flow of a service and are "invisible"
to users. All actual nodes are either application-independent or application-dependent.
Application-independent nodes can be reused in different services.
The selection consists of three basic types. The most important for us is Z & Z
navigation. Others are the traditional menu selection and the so called yes/no dialogue
which is actually a mutilated menu selection that represent a simple boolean selection.
Data entry nodes allow the users to enter numerical or speech data. Three types have
been implemented: integer value input, date input and a message recorder. Entering
integer values is the basic data input interaction used in nearly all IVR applications. The
date input is a more complex version of the integer input and can be seen as a structured
entry form [RES93a],[RES93b] combining three integer inputs for the month, day and
year value. The message recorder is used to capture non-structured spoken information
from users. All three types can repeat the entered data for confirmation and correction.
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Yes/No dialogue. When repeating any value, the system can speak it as:
•
•
•
•
•

an ordinary concatenated number
a spelled integer
a currency with its units
a date with weekday, monthday, month and year
a phone number consisting of a sequence of one- and two-digit numbers

The number of possible corrections of a value in a node is limited to three iterations

5 Application Experiences
Two information services were implemented. One is a banking service for account
information inquiry and another is a service for inquiring about the Chinese horoscope
combined with fax output. Both allowed us to test the usability of Z&Z and the voice
recognition vocabularies. Only the banking service is discussed here.
5.1 Implementation of Nodes
Nodes are implemented as finite state machines themselves. They are modelled as
independent generic units in order to provide reusability. A generic interactive node is
built to handle all possible user scenarios of that particular type. These scenarios
determine the model of the node. It incorporates input prompts, input capturing, input
confirmation, local help, user errors and time-outs.
The run-time behaviour of nodes is determined through parametrisation of the generic
behaviour. Parameters are defined statically and loaded at run time. They parametrise
target node names, messages, user input formatting and message output formatting. User
input formatting contains the number of input tokens, the type of input device
(microphone or key pad), the vocabulary, time-out times, type and range checking of input
values, etc. Message output formatting contains message IDs, the volume of messages, the
format of messages (text-to-speech, digitised speech) the behaviour on user inputs
(interruptible) and so on.
All interactive nodes support three different levels (1-3) for user errors and user timeouts. An occurrence of an error or time-out leads to an increment in the error or time-out
level. The first level invokes a feedback message corresponding to the error or time-out
and the user is then prompted for input again. After a second error or time-out a help
message is automatically played as well as a feedback message as in the first level. At the
third level the system plays a final message and moves to an error or time-out target. A
correct input resets both levels to 1. This method provides a simple and efficient way to
re-enter or correct inputs when user inputs are either unexpected or missing [FRA93].
5.2 Voice Recognition
Our voice recognition is done with a commercial speaker-independent recogniser for
isolated words. Vocabularies have been trained for the three languages, German, French
and Italian, on a homogeneous distributed Swiss population of about one thousand native
speakers for each language. The individuals had to read the words from a list in given time
intervals synchronised by playing a beep before each word. The words were recorded over
the telephone network on a digital audio tape during the session. They were then copied to
disk for pre-processing, indexing and training. Individuals were not supervised during the
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twice on the list and the words on the list were not in any particular order because words at
the end of a sampling session are often spoken more accurately than at the beginning of a
session due to the learning effect. Each vocabulary is subdivided into two subvocabularies: one for the navigation mode containing the Z&Z commands and one for the
data entry mode containing the digits zero to nine, ok and cancel. Only one subvocabulary can be active at any given time.
START

VR

DTMF

Enter ID Number
(9 Digits)
Enter PIN
(6 Digits)
Authorisation
(on Host)
Play Balance
(Default Account)

Quit
Wrong

Quit

Continue?
"Zoom"

Account x?
"Zap"

Account x?

Play Balance
(Account x)

Account
Transaction y?

Play Transaction y
(Account x)

"Zap & Zoom" Sublist
Change PIN?

Enter Old PIN
Enter New PIN

Legend:
= Integer Value Input

Repeat New PIN

= Zap & Zoom Selection

Change PIN
(on Host)
Quit?

Quit

"Zap & Zoom" Mainlist

= Yes/No Selection

DTMF = Dual Tone Multi Frequency
VR

= Voice Recognition

Figure 5: Simplified Service Graph of a Phone Banking Service.

5.3 Example of a Phone Banking Service
Figure 5 shows a simplified graph of a phone banking service. It contains mainly the
interactive nodes and few application dependent nodes. The service is symmetrical for
voice and key input. Prompt messages, time-out times, and input confirmations are
different for the two input modes.
Users are firstly prompted to select either key input or voice input. If DTMF is detected
the users can switch dynamically from key to voice input and vice versa. No input key
(DTMF signal) restricts input to voice. Then the users are prompted for a nine-digit
customer number and a six-digit personal identification number (PIN). After authorisation
on a host computer the system announces the number of accounts and plays automatically
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prompted for more information with a Yes/No dialogue.
If users select "more information" they enter the Z&Z main-list. A short introduction
(overview) at the beginning of the list explains how to navigate using the most important
commands like yes, next, and back. The main-list then contains a Z&Z node to select from
a list of a variable number of accounts to play the balance. It is followed by a same type of
node to select accounts for account transactions. Zooming into account transactions of a
particular account offers a list with the last five transactions. The number of account
transactions available is always announced at the beginning of the sub-list. Both the
number of accounts and the number of account transactions are known at run-time after
user authorisation. The last two items in the main list allow the user to change the PINcode and to end the call.
5.4 Experiences
Users encounter most difficulty at the first interaction point in the service, e.g. when
selecting the voice or key input mode. It required several iterations to improve these
prompt messages. Once the users arrived at the Z&Z main-list, they never had interaction
problems.
In a first version of the service, most people preferred the key-input mode. This had
several reasons:
•
•
•
•

Both, customer number and PIN had to be repeated for confirmation.
Yes/No interactions did prompt with an invitation rather than a question.
All transaction for an account were played as one unit, no selection was possible.
The system did not recognise the navigation direction.

After correcting the problems the preference has changed to voice input
Users tend to say no instead of next for navigating in lists even if no was never
introduced verbally. When formulating input prompts as questions both commands should
therefore have the same meaning.
In a first field test in a real environment, we had 1060 calls, 11252 utterances, and 1834
non-recognised words with the Swiss-German vocabulary. This corresponds to a total
recognition error rate of 16.3% and a theoretical mean recognition rate per word of
rw=98.3%4. Possible word confusions are not included. We can say already that users
accept error-prone voice recognition as long as the system is fault-tolerant. The accuracy
of all three vocabularies is being investigated in greater detail.
All nodes have built-in logging capabilities for user and system events. Events can be
individually enabled or disabled for logging either for the entire system or for a specific
node. Logging information is written to files. This permits off-line analysis of how the
system is used. Logfile analysis provides quantitative statements about the usage of the
system [NEL94]. Event logging was an important instrument to improve and optimise our
information services during pilot phases.
We can confirm that new nodes cannot be designed and implemented in one step.
Implementing a specific type of node and defining the necessary parameters was an
iterative task [TAT93]. Nodes must be reused in various applications and situations in
4

rw = rt**(nc/nu) where rt = total recognition rate, nc = number of calls, nu = number of utterances.
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cycles as is not uncommon for the development of object oriented systems [GAM92].

6 Conclusion
We are using Z&Z navigation as an alternative to traditional menu navigation. It has been
shown that the recognition of a small vocabulary of isolated words is sufficient for
building an easy-to-use and efficient voice interface when a domain- and applicationindependent navigation technique is employed. Voice recognition vocabularies were
trained for German, French and Italian. They are reusable and this leads to a cheaper
development of telephone voice information systems. Two services using Z&Z were
implemented. Usability test allowed significant improvements to the user interface.
Combining voice and key input provides flexibility for users and independence of
telephony communication standards.
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